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Abstract—We study the performance of compressed beamforming
weights feedback technique in generalized triangular decomposition
(GTD) based MIMO system. GTD is a beamforming technique that
enjoys QoS flexibility. The technique, however, will perform at its
optimum only when the full knowledge of channel state information
(CSI) is available at the transmitter. This would be impossible in
the real system, where there are channel estimation error and limited
feedback. We suggest a way to implement the quantized beamforming
weights feedback, which can significantly reduce the feedback data,
on GTD-based MIMO system and investigate the performance of
the system. Interestingly, we found that compressed beamforming
weights feedback does not degrade the BER performance of the
system at low input power, while the channel estimation error
and quantization do. For comparison, GTD is more sensitive to
compression and quantization, while SVD is more sensitive to the
channel estimation error. We also explore the performance of GTD-
based MU-MIMO system, and find that the BER performance starts
to degrade largely at around -20 dB channel estimation error.

Keywords—MIMO, MU-MIMO, GTD, Imperfect CSI.

I. INTRODUCTION

M IMO is a famous technique that is frequently used to
improve the performance of wireless system. It has

already been implemented in 802.11n wireless standard, and
become one of the key technology that is used to improve the
data rate. In the next generation wireless LAN, MIMO will
still play a key role, for improving the system capacity and
reliability.

Generalized triangular decompostion (GTD) [1], [2] is one
of beamforming techniques used to implement MIMO. Others
include singualar value decomposition (SVD) [3], [4], [5], [6],
[7], QRS [8] and GMD [9] . The advantage of the GTD over
other beamforming technique is that the QoS of each data
stream can be specified independently. GTD is implemented
based on QoS constrain on each data stream. In addition, the
input power is minimized. It has also been shown that the GTD
technique can be implemented in multiuser setting or MU-
MIMO system such as in the next generation wireless LAN
[10]. The beamforming technique, however, need channal state
information (CSI) for computing preprocessing matrix and
equalizer. Several works investigated the effect of imperfect
CSI to the performance of systems utilized other beamforming
technique, but to our knowledge such impairment to GTD-
based MIMO still largely unexplore. The main causes of im-
perfect CSI are channel estimation error, and limited feedback.
[11], [12], [13], [14]
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To reduce the information feedback the 802.11n standard
[15] provides three feedback schemes, which are CSI feed-
back, beamforming matrix feedback and compressed beam-
forming weight feedback. The performance of each scheme
on the SVD beamforming technique has been investigated
recently by Sun [16] and it turns out that the compressed beam-
forming feedback scheme is the most suitable one providinf
significant diversity gain with moderate complexity and small
feedback overhead.

In this article, we modify compressed beamforming weight
(CBW) feedback scheme to be able to use in GTD-based
MIMO system. In particular, for CBW feedback, the usual
implementation compresses unitary precoder matrix in SVD
but GTD will not give unitary matrix. Hence the precoder
for GTD must be unitarized. The performance of the system
in the presence of channel estimation error and quantization
is evaluated. We also compare the performance degradation
of the system utilized GTD scheme to the conventional SVD
scheme in term of BER.

The paper will be arranged as follows, in section II, a
brief review of GTD approach is provided, along with the
modified CBW technique used. Section III, the performance
of the system, comparision to the SVD scheme and the result
of channel estimation error in GTD-based MU-MIMO, are
shown. Then the conclusion is made in section IV.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND BACKGROUND

A. MIMO system

Fig. 1. MIMO System with M transmited antenans and N Received antennas

We consider a MIMO system Fig. 1 which has M transmit-
ted antennas at a transmitter (Tx) and N received antennas at
a reciever (Rx). The received �r ∈ C

N×1 signal is given by

�r = HT�x + �n (1)

where �x ∈ C
L×1 is the intended transmitted data with L data

streams. Precoder matrix T ∈ C
M×L is applied to �x before

being transmitted through the antenna array. The channel
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is denoted by H∈ C
N×M in which the complex channel

response of each pair of antennas is represented. The noise �n is
modeled as zero-mean circular symmetric complex gaussian.
Overall input power used in the system will be equal to
Tr(TT*) ,where * denotes Hermitian transpose operator and
Tr is the trace of the matrix.

B. Generalized triangular decompostion

Using GTD, a matrix can be decomposed into a product
of 3 matrices Q, R and P*. There exists some conditions
that a matrix can not be decomposed by GTD. However,
we shall follow the approach of Jiang, Li and Hager [1],
where in a preprocessing matrix F is added to the transmitted
signal to generate a virtual channel HF, which can then be
decomposed. The main advantage of GTD is that we can
prescribe the output SNR of each data stream, which means
we can specify the QoS of each data stream independently.
The method of finding the matrix F for a specific channel
and the prescribed output SNR, along with the method to find
the decomposition is proposed in the mentioned work[1]. The
decomposition results in

HF = QRP∗ (2)

where R ∈ C
K×K is the upper triangular matrix. Q∈ C

N×K

and P∈ C
M×K are semi-unitary matrix. At the receiver we

set the precoder matrix T=FP, and equalizer E to be Q*, the
output of the equalizer would become.

�y = E�r

= Q∗{(HF)P�x + �n}
= Q∗(QRP∗)P�x + Q∗�n
= R�x + ñ (3)

the noise ñ remains statistically the same as �n. Since R is
the upper triangular matrix. The transmitted data �x can be
recovered by successive cancellation process[1]. Suppose we
transmit L data streams at a time.

s̃L =
yL

rLL

s̃L−1 =
yL−1 − s̃Lr(L−1)L

r(L−1)(L−1)
,

s̃L−2 =
yL−2 − s̃L−1r(L−2)(L−1) − s̃Lr(L−2)L

r(L−2)(L−2)
,

... ,

s̃1 =
y1 − s̃2r12 − · · · − s̃Lr1L

r11
, (4)

where yi is the ith equalized symbol in the vector �y and rij is
an element in matrix R. The GTD beamforming scheme can
also be extended to use in multiuser setting by the method
of block diagonalization, which will cancel out the inter-user
interference [10].

C. Imperfect channel state information

The GTD technique requires channel state information
(CSI) at the transmitter. In the real system, however, the
CSI is usually corrupted by the channel estimation error and
imperfect feedback. For the rest of this section we will discuss
the cause imperfect CSI by channel estimation error, and
explore the modified CBW scheme in GTD-based MIMO.

1) Channal Estimation Error: Channel estimation is done
at the receiver after receiving training pilot symbols from the
transmitter. There are various channel estimation techniques
available for MIMO [17]. There will unavoidably be some
estimation error. We model the channel estimation error as
zero-mean circular symmetric complex gaussian noise �ne [18]:

Hest = H + �ne. (5)

Fig. 2. Compressed beamforming weight (CBW) feedback scheme with
channel estimation error

2) Compressed Beamforming Weights Feedback and Quan-
tization: Compressed beamforming weights feedback is one
of the feedback scheme introduced in 802.11n standard [15].
The scheme can largely reduced the feedback information by
performing planar rotation operations using Givens rotations
[19]. After the receiver estimates the channel, it will calculate
hte precoder matrix T for the transmitter. Then the matrix T
is losslessly compressed into a set of angles (Φ’s and Ψ’s).
The angles are further quantized. The angles Φ are quantized
between 0 to 2π using b+2 bits and the angles Ψ are quantized
between 0 to π/2 using b bits. Using the compression scheme,
the reconstructed precoder at the transmitter would not be
exactly the same as the transmitted precoder. They will be
different in phase. In particular,

T̂ = TD∗ (6)

where D which is known at the receiver, is the complex
diagonal matrix, in which its element has unit magnitude, in-
troducing phase shift to the signal. We can eliminate the phase
shift from the received signal in the successive cancellation
process by multiplying the known value of dij to each rij

in equation (4), such that dij compensated the phase shift.
Conviced by simulation result in [16], where the CBW has
good performance in SVD beamforming, we implement the
CBW feedback scheme in GTD MIMO.

The compressed beamforming weights feedback need that
the matrix to be compressed is unitary. This will not be an
issue in SVD based beamforming, since its preprocessing
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matrix is unitary. However, for GTD, precoder T is not unitary.
Fortunately, TT∗=aI, where I is identity matrix and a is a
constant. Therefore, we scale T by

√
a making it unitary,

and this factor has to be fedback as a side information to
the transmitter. The transmitter is then multiplied back to
the feedback matrix. The compressed beamforming weights
feedback in GTD MIMO with channel estimation error system
is shown in Fig . 2.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the effects of channel estimation error
and compressed beamforming weights feedback scheme are
shown, in terms of BER. To simplify the analysis, we inves-
tigate the GTD-MIMO system in a special case where BPSK
modulation is used and the SNR of all the three data streams
are specified to be equal. The simulation results are divided
into three subsections. Section III.A investigates effects of
channel estimation error, CBW feedback, and quantization
on the GTD SU-MIMO scheme. Section III.B provides the
sensitivity comparision of GTD and SVD beamformings to
the channel estimation error and CBW. The effect of channel
estimation error on the GTD MU-MIMO scheme is shown in
section III.C.

A. Effects of channel estimation error and compressed beam-
forming weights feedback

In this subsection, 3×3 GTD SU-MIMO with 3 data streams
scheme is simulated over Rayleigh flat fading channels. To
study the effect of channel estimation error, CBW feedback,
and quantization, we simulated seven cases shown in Table I.
In Fig. 3 the BER performance is plotted against input power
for the seven cases. The BER and input Power are averaged
over a large number of channel realizations for each of the pre-
scribed output power. The graph shows average performance
of the three data streams. Note that the quantization resolution
used in this simulation is b = 3 [16].

From Fig. 3, the BER graph levels off at high input power;
that is the imperfect CSI prevents the BER to drop more
than the certain level. Comparing case 1, case 2, case 3, and
case 4, we notice that with more channel estimation error
the BER performance of the system degrades as expected.
This is because the inaccurate channel knowledge introduces
errors to the precoder and equalizer calculation. This error
then distorts the upper triangular matrix R resulted from the
equalization, allowing interference among the data streams.
Moreover, the error also affects the successive cancellation
process, which requires the exact knowledge of R to cancel
out the interference term. Another observation is that applying
CBW feedback alone without quantization does not degrade
the BER performance, as we can see from case 3 and case
5, in which the estimation error has a power of -15.2 dB.
The observed BER plots are not significantly different, at
low output SNR. Interestingly, at high output SNR the BER
performance of the system with CBW is even better than the
system without the scheme. This implies that the compressed
beamforming which is a good candidate in SVD beamforming
[16] also works well with GTD. Although in GTD we need

one more information (factor a duscussed in section III.C.2)
to feedback, the compression technique can still reduce the
overall number of information feedback with relatively low
performance degradation. For the 3×3 system under consid-
eration, the information is reduced from 18 numbers to 7
numbers.

TABLE I
SEVEN SIMULATED CASES OF GTD-MIMO WITH IMPERFECT CSI :

�= IMPLEMENTED × = NOT IMPLEMENTED

Fig. 3. BER performance of GTD MIMO with channel estimation error,
CBW feedback, and quantization

Our last observation is made in regard to the effect of
quantization. In our simulation we use quantization with
b = 3. From case 5 and case 6, there are channel estimation
error and compression, but in case 5 the compressed data
is not quantized, while it is quantized in case 6. Fig. 3
shows degradation in BER performance, particularly at high
Input Power. One of possible reason is that the fedback
precoder using compressed beamforming need to be scaled
down by factor

√
a, compressed, quantized then fedback to

the transmitter, where it is uncompressed and amplified to
its original value. This amplification would also amplify the
error caused by quantization. At the high input power this
amplification is more and results in large signal degradation.
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B. Comparison of GTD and SVD system under imperfect CSI

In this subsection, we compare the BER performance degra-
dation between GTD and SVD in 3×3 MIMO system. We
consider the case when all the three data streams of GTD
is set to have equal prescribed output SNR, while we have
no control over the quality of each data stream of SVD.
However, we know that the first data stream of SVD will
have the best performance, and the third data stream has the
worse performance. The simulation is done over Rayleigh
flat fading channels. We plot the BER degradation of GTD
averaged over three streams, all the three streams of SVD
and BER of SVD averaged over three streams versus input
power. Note that the quantization used in this simulation is
b = 3 bits. Fig. 4 shows the performance degradation of
GTD and SVD MIMO in CBW feedback with quantization
and channel estimation error. From the graph, we can see
that the performance degradation of GTD is more than the
degradation of the second stream of SVD, while data stream
1 of SVD has more degradation and data stream 3 of SVD
have less degradation. This implies that BER performance
of GTD degrades more than SVD in the present of both
channel estimation error and CBW feedback. Fig. 5 shows
the performance degradation of SVD and GTD, when only
-15.2dB channel estimation error is taken into account. The
GTD BER degradation for all three streams are the same
and they are less than the first two streams of SVD. From
this, we may conclude that SVD is more sensitive to the
variation of channel estimation error. On the other hand,
when considering the average performance of all streams,
SVD-based system seems to suffer less degradation. Fig. 6
compares performance degradation, when we consider only
the compressed feedback and quantization. At, high SNR, the
GTD degrades more compare to the second and the third data
stream of the SVD. This means GTD is more sensitive to
beamforming matrix compression and quantization. However,
the average performance of all streams of SVD still suffer less
degradation from quantization.

Fig. 4. BER Performance Degradation of GTD and SVD in quantized CBW
feedback with channel estimation error (-15.2 dB)

Fig. 5. BER Performance Degradation of GTD and SVD in unquantized
CBW feedback with channel estimation errror (-15.2 dB) : SVD is more
sensitive to channel estimation error

Fig. 6. BER Performance Degradation of GTD and SVD in quantized CBW
feedback with no channel estimation error : GTD is more sensitive to CBW
feedback

C. Compressed Beamforming in GTD MU-MIMO

In this subsection we show the effect of channel estimation
error in MU-MIMO using GTD beamforming. We implement
a GTD 4×(2,2) two-user MIMO system,where the MU-MIMO
system is realized by block diagonalization technique [10].
The causes of error degradation are the same as in SU-MIMO
case discussed in section III.A. and III.B., except that in the
multi-user setting, block diagonalization technique is used.
CSI is also required to null out the inter-user interference,
so the channel estimation error will also introduce inter-user
interference to the system. The BER performance of a user
with channel estimation error are shown in Fig. 7. With
channel estimation error power of -40 and -30 dB the BER
perfermance degrades a little bit, but it degrades largely when
the noise power is -20 dB.
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Fig. 7. BER Performance of 4×(2,2) MU-MIMO GTD system with channel
estimation error of -40, -30 and -20 dB : the performance largely degrade at
-20

IV. CONCLUSION

The GTD beamforming MIMO using compressed beam-
forming weights feedback scheme is introduced. First, we
investigate the effect of channel estimation error, CBW feed-
back, and quantization of the system. It turns out that channel
estimation error has obviouse effect on the BER performance,
especially at high input power. The CBW feedback alone
doesn’t degrade the BER much, but when the quantization
comes into account the BER degrades considerably, particulaly
at high input power, this is because at the transmitter the
amplification needed for the precoder, amplify the error causes
by quantization. When comparing GTD to SVD with 3 data
streams GTD suffer more BER performance degradation com-
pared to SVD beamforming in the presence of CBW feedback
and channel estimation error scheme. We also found that SVD
is more sensitive to channel estimation error, while GTD is
more sensitive to compression and quantization. However,
considering avergae performance of all data streams, BER
performance of SVD always degrade less than GTD. We also
show the effect of channel estimation error in MU-MIMO
setting, where the system degrade largely at -20dB estimation
error power.
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